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Micro Racking System 

     Micro Rack is shelf for multi-purpose goods which is proper for light weight product 

such as boxes, enormously spares. This shelf can carry goods 100-150 kg. for each level. 

In addition, its structure system can build multi level of mezzanine. Micro rack consists of 

ladder and handrail to keep more storage and conveniently use. 

Rack Support Building System 

     Rack support building is designed by using structure of rack to support building which 
is string, endured, conveniently and save more time and expenses. 

 



 

Pallet Flow Racking System 

     Pallet Flow Rack is designed to combine the compact pallets storage with the best 

possible stock rotation by achieving a first-in / first out cycle. Each level can be used for the 

differential products. The control speed of the pallet can be moved in the system by vitaling for 

the type of racking. Smooth operation is guaranteed by the correct inclination of the roller beds. 

The inclination of the speed can be separate adjusted between the first and the second pallet. 

      Longspan Shelf is appropriate for general goods which is 500-1,000 kg. for each level. The 

shelf has many kind of decking floor material. For example, plywood, viva board, steel plank etc. that 

depend on usability type. Longspan shelf can build a level of mezzanine, which consists of ladder, 

handrail and aisle to keep more stored area and conveniently use. 

Longspan Shelf System 

Flow Racking System 

Slide Racking System 

     Flow Rack is designed for goods possibilities of 

box, bucket or circulated type. Methodology to use is 

put down product backward of rack, and then goods 

will go by roller and rail to front side. When pick up 

goods at the front, another goods will replace it. That’s 

easy way to check stock and guarantee first in first out 

(FIFO) 

 

     Slide Rack is suitable for stored 

plastic injection mold and so on which 

are very heavy product. The prominent of 

this rack is the level can slide in-out and 

makes it easier, faster and higher security. 

 
 



VNA Pallet Racking System Selective Pallet Rack System 

Drive-in Pallet Racking System 

Drive-in Pallet Recking System is made for accumulation, ideal to store large amounts of 

the same product and available to make the most volume, as a result of eliminating most of the 

gangways. Drive-In Pallet Rack is designed for its drive in rails of the pallets, and using the most 

modern safety measures. 

Selective Pallet Rack is the basic and most common used form. Beam are assembled to 

provide storage levels and to suit the product and packing, so all pallets are direct and easily 

accessible at all times. 

Pallet Flow & Warehousing Storage 

Pallet Flow. for A Diverse Range of Pallets. 

Dynamic Storage Honed to Perfection. FIFO 

Cold Storage -32 oC 



 

     Mezzanine floor is a large Knock down System. Mezzanine can carry 300-1,000 kg. per a 

square meter. It suitable for stored product, general product and large specific size of raw 

material construct as an office, which is able to customize design as real costumer’s location. 

 

Mezzanine Floor System 

     Mobile Cabinet is specific designed for preserving various documents or files. This shelf 

is able to move on its own base along the rail assist to save storage and conveniently use, 

contained within saving security of all documentaries. 

 

Manual Mobile Auto Mobile 

Mobile Cabinet Shelf 



 

Cart Pushback Racking System 

No energy consumption-inclined guide rail with pitch of 3% to4% 

Micro Rack Support Mezzanine Floor 

2 -3 Teir (Auto Parts) 


